Board of Control
1936-2002

Sources

1936-2002: little t
Missing little t’s: 1945, 1974, 1979, 1988, 1999


Statistics

1971-2002: Average Male/Female Ratio of Board of Control: 3.87
Standard Deviation: 0.97
% Females on BoC - % UG Females: Mean 2.61%
t-statistic: 1.22 -> 88.29% Confidence More Females
Board of Control: 1936
Senior BoC Rep: Jack Edwards, William Ellery, & Richard Ridgeway
Junior BoC Rep: Jack Baker, James Balsley, & Roland Stone
Sophomore BoC Rep: Jack Osborne & Ralph Spotts

Board of Control: 1937
Senior BoC Rep: Fred Llewellyn, Donald Davidson, & James Balsley
Junior BoC Rep: Robert White, Carl Paul, & Duane Beck
Sophomore BoC Rep: Cydnor Biddison & George Todd

Board of Control: 1938
Senior BoC Rep: Bob White, Carl Paul, & Bill Norton
Junior BoC Rep: Gordon Weir, Bob Speilberger, & Howard Reynolds
Sophomore BoC Rep: Paul Farrington & Eugene Lakos

Board of Control: 1939
Senior BoC Rep: Cyd Biddison, Bill Marriott, & Gordon Weir
Junior BoC Rep: Bill Chapin, Eugene Lakos, & Joe Lewis
Sophomore BoC Rep: Warren Gillette & Bill Hicks

Board of Control: 1940
Senior BoC Rep: Glen Billman, Bill Corcoran, & Jack White
Junior BoC Rep: Warren Gillette, John Roese, & Wayne MacRostie
Sophomore BoC Rep: Amasa Bishop & Charles Strickland

Board of Control: 1941
Senior BoC Rep: John Miles, Waren Proctor, & John Rubel
Junior BoC Rep: Webb Becjstead, Bill Fair, & Al Grote
Sophomore BoC Rep: Holt Ashley & Herman Proctor

Board of Control: 1942
Chairman: Amasa Bishop
Senior BoC Rep: Jim Blayney, Ed Fleisher, & Ted Lawrence
Junior BoC Rep: Holt Ashley, Bob Lester, & John Nelson

No Information for 1943-1946

Board of Control: 1947
Senior BoC Rep: Dale Vrabec & Sage Burrows
Junior BoC Rep: Dennis Long & Charles Schaller
Sophomore BoC Rep: Stan Boicouri & Dave Warren
Board of Control: 1948
   Senior BoC Rep: Bill Palmer & Dick King
   Junior BoC Rep: Bob Chricton & Burt Housman
   Sophomore BoC Rep: Harry Begg & Noel Reed

No Information for 1949-1952

Board of Control: 1953
   Senior BoC Rep: Bill Autrey & Bruce Kaiser
   Junior BoC Rep: Al Helgesson & Vince Marinkovich
   Sophomore BoC Rep: Howard Berg & Lyman Fretwell

Board of Control: 1954
   Senior BoC Rep: Chuck Brokaw & Al Helgeson
   Junior BoC Rep: Tom Bergeman & Lyman Fretwell
   Sophomore BoC Rep: Craig Elliott & Rube Moulton

Board of Control: 1955
   Senior BoC Rep: Louis Fletcher & Ross Brown
   Junior BoC Rep: Howard Rumsey & Bob Gelber
   Sophomore BoC Rep: Sonny Nelson & Dick Kirk

Board of Control: 1956
   Senior BoC Rep: Howard Bloomberg & Howard Rumsey
   Junior BoC Rep: Sonny Nelson & Vince Taylor
   Sophomore BoC Rep: Bill McClure & Russ Pitzer

Board of Control: 1957
   Senior BoC Rep: Frank Albini & Andy Perga
   Junior BoC Rep: Ron Forbess & Bob Blandford
   Sophomore BoC Rep: John Walsh & Dave Butterfield

Board of Control: 1958
   Senior BoC Rep: Dick Johnson & Russ Pitzer
   Junior BoC Rep: Dave Blakemore & Kent Frewing
   Sophomore BoC Rep: Hugh Kieffer & Cleve Moler

Board of Control: 1959
   Senior BoC Rep: Dick Thompson & Pedro Bolsaitis
   Junior BoC Rep: Carl Pool & Don Forest
   Sophomore BoC Rep: Dean Gerber & Bill Howard
Board of Control: 1960
Senior BoC Rep: Ben Burke & Doug Stewart
Junior BoC Rep: Dean Gerber & Gary Mitchell
Sophomore BoC Rep: Tom Bopp & Larry Rabinowitz

No Information for 1961

Board of Control: 1962
Chairman: Tom Bopp
Secretary: Larry Gershwin
Blacker BoC Rep: Steve Mastin
Dabney BoC Rep: Dave Barker
Fleming BoC Rep: Bob Burket
Lloyd BoC Rep: Volker Vogt
Page BoC Rep: Dave Seib
Ricketts BoC Rep: Terry Murphy
Ruddock BoC Rep: Joe Weis
BoC Rep at Large: Brian Belanger & Steve Garrison

Board of Control: 1963
Chairman: Spicer Conant
Secretary: Steven Green
Blacker BoC Rep: Thomas Latham
Dabney BoC Rep: Roger Davisson
Fleming BoC Rep: Steve Brown
Lloyd BoC Rep: Volker Vogt
Page BoC Rep: Steve Garrison
Ricketts BoC Rep: Ronald Douglass
Ruddock BoC Rep: Terry Mast
BoC Rep at Large: Terry Murphy & Robert Burkett

Board of Control: 1964
Chairman: Steve Garrison
Secretary: Mike Rosbash
Blacker BoC Rep: Ed Robertson
Dabney BoC Rep: Sean Solomon
Fleming BoC Rep: Walt Davis
Lloyd BoC Rep: Steve Watson
Page BoC Rep: Del Levy
Ricketts BoC Rep: Steven Lipshie
Ruddock BoC Rep: Gary Bomzin
BoC Rep at Large: Martin Smith & Gordon Myers
Board of Control: 1965
Chairman: Godron Myers
Secretary: Martin Smith
Blacker BoC Rep: Ed Robertson
Dabney BoC Rep: Sean Solomon
Fleming BoC Rep: Mike Saulny
Lloyd BoC Rep: Gray Jenning
Page BoC Rep: Jay Pearlman
Ricketts BoC Rep: Martin Oiye
Ruddock BoC Rep: Rob Dickinson
BoC Rep at Large: Greg Shuptrine & Max Elbaum

Board of Control: 1966
Chairman: Martin Smith
Secretary: Jim Pearson
Blacker BoC Rep: Hu McCullough
Dabney BoC Rep: Stacy Langton
Lloyd BoC Rep: Bob Piccioni
Page BoC Rep: Dave Goodmanson
Ricketts BoC Rep: Larry Dillehay
Ruddock BoC Rep: Rob Dickinson
BoC Rep at Large: Dan Nemzer & Len Erickson

Board of Control: 1967
Chairman: Len Erickson
Secretary: Larry Hunt
Blacker BoC Rep: Gregg Wright
Dabney BoC Rep: Craig san Pietro
Fleming BoC Rep: Sid Harman
Lloyd BoC Rep: Jim Woodhead
Page BoC Rep: Larry Ruzzo
Ricketts BoC Rep: Chris Dede
Ruddock BoC Rep: Terry Bruns
BoC Rep at Large: Pete Szolovits & Greg Lutz
Board of Control: 1968
Chairman: Chris Dede
Secretary: Pete Szolovits
Blacker BoC Rep: Joe Feng
Dabney BoC Rep: Paul White
Fleming BoC Rep: Dale Paynter
Lloyd BoC Rep: Tom Carroll
Page BoC Rep: Howard Stover
Ricketts BoC Rep: Bill Inwood
Ruddock BoC Rep: George Walter
BoC Rep at Large: Bob Fisher & Leonidas Guibas

Board of Control: 1969
Chairman: Peter Szolovits
Secretary: Bob Fisher
Dabney BoC Rep: Paul White
Fleming BoC Rep: Phil Isaacs
Lloyd BoC Rep: Tom Carroll
Page BoC Rep: Howie Stover
Ricketts BoC Rep: Leo Pilachowski
Ruddock BoC Rep: Leonidas Guibas
BoC Rep at Large: Mike Muskin & Dave Green

Board of Control: 1970
Chairman: Leonidas Guibas
Secretary: Dave Green
Blacker BoC Rep: Gary Rubenstein
Dabney BoC Rep: Marc Schiler
Fleming BoC Rep: Phil Isaacs
Lloyd BoC Rep: Kirby Dahman
Page BoC Rep: Phil Morgan
Ruddock BoC Rep: Russ McDuff
BoC Rep at Large: Ralph Graham & Bruce Litow

Board of Control: 1971
Chairman: Kirby Dahman
Secretary: Russ McDuff
Blacker BoC Rep: Bryan Kack
Dabney BoC Rep: Mike Muskin
Fleming BoC Rep: Phil Isaacs
Lloyd BoC Rep: Paul Thomas
Page BoC Rep: Steve Moritsugu
Ricketts BoC Rep: Bruce Seaman
Ruddock BoC Rep: Greg Simay
BoC Rep at Large: Steve Shaiman & Sharon Spivak
No Information for 1972

Board of Control: 1973
Chairman: Bryan Jack
Secretary: Alan Shiller
Blacker BoC Rep: Ellen Garber
Dabney BoC Rep: Elizabeth McLeod
Fleming BoC Rep: Robert Chanster
Lloyd BoC Rep: Paul Thomas
Page BoC Rep: Richard Gruner
Ricketts BoC Rep: Alan Schusterman
Ruddock BoC Rep: John Best
BoC Rep at Large: John Odden & Robert Schaff

No Information for 1974-1976

Board of Control: 1977
Chairman: Chris Sexton
Secretary: Erik Sirri
Blacker BoC Rep: Bill Schmidke
Fleming BoC Rep: Joe DiGiorgio
Page BoC Rep: Joel Okazaki
Ricketts BoC Rep: Steve Chaiken
Ruddock BoC Rep: Dennis Ferrill
BoC Rep at Large: Jim Jensen & Dave Shenton

Board of Control: 1978
Chairman: Erik Sirri
Secretary: Jim Jensen
Blacker BoC Rep: Bill Schmidke
Fleming BoC Rep: Joe DiGiorgio
Lloyd BoC Rep: Jeff Hicks
Page BoC Rep: Joel Okazaki
Ricketts BoC Rep: Steve Chaiken
Ruddock BoC Rep: Dennis Ferrill
BoC Rep at Large: Dave Shenton

No Information for 1979
Board of Control: 1980
Chairman: Bryan Dunkeld
Secretary: Ed Lambert
Blacker BoC Rep: Ted Hesselroth
Dabney BoC Rep: Rich Snider
Fleming BoC Rep: Tom Murphy
Lloyd BoC Rep: Charlotte Clark
Page BoC Rep: Robert Colgrove
Ricketts BoC Rep: Richard Wilson
Ruddock BoC Rep: Stuart Vincent
BoC Rep at Large: Cheryl Robertson

Board of Control: 1981
Chairman: Ed Lambert
Secretary: Cheryl Robertson
Blacker BoC Rep: Chris Thompson
Dabney BoC Rep: Richard Pogge
Fleming BoC Rep: Mike Pearson
Lloyd BoC Rep: Liz Newman
Page BoC Rep: Russell Quong
Ricketts BoC Rep: Richard Miles
Ruddock BoC Rep: David Marvit
BoC Rep at Large: Nick Gross & Sekhar Chivukula

Board of Control: 1982
Chairman: Sekhar Chivukula
Secretary: Eliza Sutton
Blacker BoC Rep: Vince Powers
Dabney BoC Rep: Ray Lischner
Fleming BoC Rep: Kenny Baker
Lloyd BoC Rep: Lee Sunderlin
Page BoC Rep: Russell Quong
Ricketts BoC Rep: Richard Honrath
Ruddock BoC Rep: Darrell Schlom
BoC Rep at Large: Greg Kavounas & Mike Yamada
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Board of Control: 1983
Chairman: Eliza Sutton
Secretary: Greg Kavounas
Blacker BoC Rep: Michael Chwe
Dabney BoC Rep: Brian Mapes
Fleming BoC Rep: Steve Deming
Lloyd BoC Rep: Lee Sunderlin
Page BoC Rep: Scott Karlin
Ricketts BoC Rep: Lawrence Anthony
Ruddock BoC Rep: Darrell Schlom
BoC Rep at Large: Tim Allen & Fred Ferrante

Board of Control: 1984
Chairman: Fred Ferrante
Secretary: Lisa Cummings
Blacker BoC Rep: Susannah Hannaford
Dabney BoC Rep: Tim Allen
Fleming BoC Rep: Steven Lewis
Lloyd BoC Rep: Pyllis Li
Page BoC Rep: Lisa Cummings
Ricketts BoC Rep: Johannes Schmidt
Ruddock BoC Rep: Pam Feldman
BoC Rep at Large: Adam Greenblatt & Yosufi Tyebkhan

Board of Control: 1985
Chairman: Fred Ferrante
Secretary: Pam Feldman
Blacker BoC Rep: Vincent Chow
Dabney BoC Rep: Thomas Tucker
Fleming BoC Rep: Kevin Donovan
Lloyd BoC Rep: Yosufi Tyebkhan
Page BoC Rep: Michael Keating
Ricketts BoC Rep: David Nice
Ruddock BoC Rep: Drew Lindberg
BoC Rep at Large: Doug Roberts & Sam Wang
Board of Control: 1986

Chairman: Pam Feldman
Secretary: Doug Roberts
Blacker BoC Rep: Chris Chu
Dabney BoC Rep: Thomas Tucker
Fleming BoC Rep: Mark Eggleston
Lloyd BoC Rep: Theron Stanford
Page BoC Rep: Junko Munakata
Ricketts BoC Rep: David Nice
Ruddock BoC Rep: Ahmed Abd-Allah
BoC Rep at Large: Nicole Vogt & Rob Luenberger

Board of Control: 1987

Chairman: Doug Roberts
Secretary: Nicole Vogt
Blacker BoC Rep: Chris Chu
Dabney BoC Rep: Adam Greenblatt
Fleming BoC Rep: Tim Archer
Lloyd BoC Rep: Chris Noelle
Page BoC Rep: Andrew Stevens
Ricketts BoC Rep: Gabriella Comejo
Ruddock BoC Rep: Ahmed Abd-Allah
BoC Rep at Large: Chris Noelle & Jerry Hauck

No Information for 1988

Board of Control: 1989

Chairman: Jerry Hauck
Secretary: Mark Fey
Blacker BoC Rep: Andrea Mejia
Dabney BoC Rep: Charles Fu
Fleming BoC Rep: Kevin Luster
Lloyd BoC Rep: John Gass
Page BoC Rep: Michael Nassir
Ricketts BoC Rep: Lindsey Dubb
Ruddock BoC Rep: Kathleen Kraemer
BoC Rep at Large: Maneesh Sahani & Craig Volden
Board of Control: 1990
Chairman: Michael Nassir
Secretary: Catherine Hafer
Blacker BoC Rep: Lieven Leroy
Dabney BoC Rep: Alex Wein
Lloyd BoC Rep: Raif Majeed
Page BoC Rep: Nathan Frei
Ricketts BoC Rep: Carlos Ramirez
Ruddock BoC Rep: Delwyn Gilmore
BoC Rep at Large: Maneesh Sahani & Karin Johnson

Board of Control: 1991
Chairman: Cathy Hafer
Secretary: Karin Johnson
Blacker BoC Rep: Gary Olsen
Dabney BoC Rep: Maneesh Sahani
Fleming BoC Rep: Jennifer Miller
Lloyd BoC Rep: Alex Lin
Page BoC Rep: Paco Herrero
Ricketts BoC Rep: Paul Thienprasit
Ruddock BoC Rep: Ed Etzkorn
BoC Rep at Large: Delwyn Gilmore & Mike Lazzaro

Board of Control: 1992
Chairman: Michael Nassir
Secretary: Nathan Frei
Blacker BoC Rep: William Cesarotti
Dabney BoC Rep: Yuka Yonebayashi
Fleming BoC Rep: Sean Wetterer
Lloyd BoC Rep: Asif HAssan
Page BoC Rep: Sarah Yoder
Ricketts BoC Rep: Brian Cooper
Ruddock BoC Rep: Michael Brundage
BoC Rep at Large: James Patton & Dan Millward
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Board of Control: 1993
Chairman: Michael Brundage
Secretary: Dan Millward
Blacker BoC Rep: James Honaker
Dabney BoC Rep: Kurt Revis
Fleming BoC Rep: Vicki Brown
Lloyd BoC Rep: Michael Pawson
Page BoC Rep: Jason Hsu
Ricketts BoC Rep: Frances Chance
Ruddock BoC Rep: Chris Bryant
BoC Rep at Large: Anna Mulhern & Kathleen Tozer

Board of Control: 1994
Chairman: Chris Bryant
Secretary: Zachary Dov Berger
Blacker BoC Rep: Sarah Yoder
Dabney BoC Rep: Chris Walker
Fleming BoC Rep: Jeff Kirschberg
Lloyd BoC Rep: Michael Pawson
Page BoC Rep: Ricky Carson
Ricketts BoC Rep: Frances Chance
Ruddock BoC Rep: Mike Kim
BoC Rep at Large: Virginia Garcia & Christopher Dean

Board of Control: 1995
Chairman: James Honaker
Secretary: Ricky Carson

Board of Control: 1996
Chairman: Maria F. Satterwhite
Secretary: Matt Tiscareno

Board of Control: 1997
Chairman: Maria Satterwhite
Secretary: Alex Ihler
Blacker BoC Rep: Shane Ross
Dabney BoC Rep: Lilach Somberg
Fleming BoC Rep: Donnie Pinkston
Lloyd BoC Rep: Alan Rosenwinkel
Page BoC Rep: David Hackenson
Ricketts BoC Rep: Robert Saliba
Ruddock BoC Rep: Alan Lewis
BoC Rep at Large: Leah Foechterle & Brigitte Roth
Board of Control: 1998
Chairman: Alan Rosenwinkel
Secretary: Kevin Bradley
Blacker BoC Rep: Mark Barret
Dabney BoC Rep: Owen Aftreth
Fleming BoC Rep: Kara Swedlow
Lloyd BoC Rep: Paul Kim
Page BoC Rep: Brian Collins
Ricketts BoC Rep: Keith Peters
Ruddock BoC Rep: Alan Lewis
BoC Rep at Large: Laura Brogoch & Swelwyn Schamhorst

No Information for 1999

Board of Control: 2000
Chairman: Laura Brogoch
Secretary: Elizabeth Hong
Blacker BoC Rep: Katharina Kohler
Dabney BoC Rep: Liz Stameshkin
Fleming BoC Rep: Eric Sherer
Lloyd BoC Rep: John Ladd
Page BoC Rep: Aaron Davies
Ricketts BoC Rep: Jacob Zasada
Ruddock BoC Rep: Kenny Higa
BoC Rep at Large: Lexi Baugher & Aaron Robison

Board of Control: 2001
Chairman: Joe Fassler
Secretary: David Guskin
Blacker BoC Rep: Katharina Kohler
Dabney BoC Rep: Sam Makonnen
Fleming BoC Rep: Vikram Mittal
Lloyd BoC Rep: Nadia Haq
Page BoC Rep: Tyler Drake
Ruddock BoC Rep: Kenny Higa
BoC Rep at Large: Melanie Goodrich & Guillermo Letona
Board of Control: 2002

Chairman: Vikram Mittal
Secretary: Liz Stameshkin
Blacker BoC Rep: Emily Wildanger
Dabney BoC Rep: Zack Chadick
Fleming BoC Rep: Anita Choi
Lloyd BoC Rep: Eric Cady
Page BoC Rep: Chris Flatt
Ricketts BoC Rep: Raajen Patel
Ruddock BoC Rep: Harris Nover
Off-Campus BoC Rep: Saskya Byerly
BoC Rep at Large: Tyler Drake & Galen Loram